


Gardens are no longer content with just flowers.

There must be garden furniture, charming and

convenient ^ accents ' emphasis - decorative ac-

cessories to stand clear as colors change and leaves

fall.

Suburban and city gardeners find inspiration

among the designs of Graystone, the Weller pot-

tery for gardens. They put twin urns of ivy on

gate-posts to welcome entrants at the gate. They



arrange a bird-bath to beckon by its glisten in a

special corner of the yard. They set a Graystone

dish of ferns near a pool. Sometimes they let

a little path carry to a sun-dial, or they plant

brilliant nasturtiums in a Graystone box along

a wall. They trail a ball of ivy and trail other

ivy in a pedestaFd urn, set it in a bare place

—

and presto, a bit of garden where none ever grew

before! Or they transform a back yard with a

grassy mound and three urns.



Graystone is the movable furniture of that room

whose walls are the changing seasons. It can be a

fresh effect any time one wants a freshness, a

brightness, a lift for color, an invitation for a

bird's dip and preen. Its shapes are new, or

Grecian.

Graystone color is a warm gray-^—with an effect

cool and clear against a cluster of green or the

bright here-and'thereness of flowers.



Graystone withstands wear. Turning the hose

on it occasionally keeps it bright, or many own-

ers of gardens like to let it take on the look of

ancient beautiful things.



You will find prices for Graystone singularly

reasonable. But remember—no one place can be-

gin to show you all the variety of patterns and

styles.

Write the Department of Decorative Arts, The

Weller Potteries, Zanesville, Ohio, if you do not

find what you want in Graystone at your local

store.

WELLER Jl WARE
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